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BANDOULA. R85734. SEE Bolton, Guy Reginald.

EL BANDIDO. R86256. SEE Dodge, May Bewes.

BARRIE, Sir JAMES MATTHEW, bart. Mary Rose, a play in three acts. (The plays of James M. Barrie uniform edition) © Toc124, D81126, R87766, 20Dec51. Lady Cynthia Asquith (E), Peter L. Davies (E), Barclay's Bank Ltd. (E).

BARRIE, WAVE MIRIAM ADE. Chaff or wheat, a sheaf from little Russia. A play by Wave Miriam Ader. © 29Oct23, D65876, R87760, 30Aug51, Wave M. Ader-Barrie (A).


BASSETT, Dorothy. The pirate's daughter. R86287. SEE Brown, Keith Crosby.

BATES, Charles F. Lilac Corners. R85077. SEE Mustard, Herbert.


BE yourself. R86336. SEE Thompson, Harlan.


BEAUTE. R88450. SEE Deval, Jacques.

BEAUTE. R88543. SEE Deval, Jacques.


BECKY Sharp. R84128. SEE Conway, Olive, pseud.

THE BELLE of Barcelona. R84068. SEE Chaney, Charles Ross.

BELLEMERE, Jean. SEE Sarment, Jean.

THE BELLS of Shakespeare. R85562. SEE Rosener, George M.


BERNARD, JACQUES. Le printemps des autres, pièce en 3 actes. (in La Petite Illustration, Théâtre nouv. sér., no. 129) © 2Aug24, D68750, 23Nov51, Jean Jacques Bernard (A).

BICKERTON, PHOEBE HOFFMAN. About face, a comedy in one act by Phoebe Hoffman. © 22Oct24, D69215. R85557, 30Nov51, Phoebe Hoffman Bickerton (A).

BIRABEAU, ANDRE. La fleur d'orange, comédie en 3 actes par André Birabeau et Georges Dollay. (in La Petite Illustration, Théâtre nouv. sér., no. 118) © 17May24, D68134. R85545, 21Nov51, André Birabeau (A), Georges Dollay, po. de Georges Salomón (A).

THE BIDDIE sweeps out. SEE Thanhomier, Lloyd Frank. Yale playcraftsmen plays. R84124.


THE BIG event. R84293. SEE Cowles, Albert.


CHRISTMAS surprises. R86800. SEE Shannon, Mattie Batly.

CINDERELLA of the sea. R81423. SEE Slep, Dorothy Dixon Dennett.

CLARK, EDWARD. Paradise Alley, a play in two acts. @ 28Dec31; D63734, R87599, 18Dec51, Edward Clark (A)

CLEMENS, GERTRUDE. Just a boy scout, a comedy playlet. @ 20Sep24; D84256, R89397, Clemens, LeRoy Clemens (A)

COLON, Grace Isabel. The guardman. R81749. SEE Molnar, Ferenc.

COME down, O promised King. R88984. SEE Lehman, Valeria R. Worship the king of kings. R88984.


CONWAY, OLIVE, pseudo. Becky Sharp, a play in one act by Olive Conway [pseud. of Harold Brighouse and John Walton]. @ 18Sep24; D65597. R84288, 11Oct51, Olive Conway (A)

COOK's parlour tour. R84844. SEE Smith, Paul Gerad.

COWARD, NOEL PIERCE. The vulture, a play in three acts. (Contemporary British dramatists, vol. 18) @ 16Dec24; D70058. R87607, 18Dec31, Noel Coward (A)

COWLAND, Jane. Written by Jane Cowan in collaboration with Jane Murfin written under the pseud. Allan Langdon Martin are entered under the pseud.

COWLES, ALBERT. The big event, a play in one act. @ 30Oct24; D65092. R84293, 11Oct51, Albert Cowles (A)


THE CROSS patch fairies. R87513. SEE Stilin, Robert M.

CUNNING, R80487. SEE Warshawsky, Samuel Jesse.

THE CURE all. R84375. SEE McMullen, Joseph Carl.


DAILY bread. SEE Reely, Mary Katharine. Three one-act plays. R84287.

DALÉ, Norwood, pseud. SEE Sults, Robert M.

LA DANSE de minuit. R88547. SEE March, Charles.

THE DARK hours. R86752. SEE Marquis, Doro.


DE LEONE, FRANCESCO BARTOLOMEO, Aligias, a romance of the mesa. An Indian opera in a prologue and two scenes. Text by Cecilia Farno, music by Francesco B. De Leone. [Vocal score] © 14Feb24; D264530, R88672, 15Nov51, Maude Man De Leone (W)

DELF, HARRY. The family upstarts, a comedy drama of home life in three acts. © 26Jul24, D65593, 23Oct51, Harry Delf (A) Our family, a sketch on home life. © 19Feb24; D68851, R85828, 23Oct51, Harry Delf (A)


DENNIK, Dorothy Dixon. SEE Slep, Dorothy Dixon Dennett.

LA DEPOSITAIRE. R86848. SEE Slep, Dorothy Dixon Dennett.

DESERT flower. R88722. SEE Mollally, Don.


DISAPPEARING enemies. R8970. SEE Echard, Margaret.


DODGIE, MAY HEWES. El bandido (the bandit). Musical comedy in two acts by May Hewes Dodge and John Wilson Dodge. © 16Oct24; D86819.
DRAMAS AND WORKS PREPARED FOR ORAL DELIVERY—RENEWALS


DOLLEY, Georgiana, La fleur d'orangeraie. R8546. SEE Birabeau, Andre.

DONA Franciscuca. R8504. SEE Vives, Amad. F

DONAUDY, Albert. La flamengo, tragedy, libretto by Alfredon Dauday, musique de Stefano Dauday. Canto and pianoforte reduction by Francesco Balboni. © 10Apr24, 12May24. R80652. 13Jul51. Francesco Salic (A)

DONAUDY, Stefano. La flamengo. R8049. SEE Donaudy, Alberto.

DONAUDY, Stefano. La donna perduta. R8359. SEE Zorzi, Guglielmo. Conte, Guglielmo. Conte.


ECCENTRIC, Miss Jupp. R87210. SEE Voigt, B. Bernhard.


END of the rope, See: The Thomises. Lloyd Frank, Yale playrightsmen play. R82824.

ENJOYING the business. R86458. SEE Macnamara, Margaret.


EVERYBODY welcomes. R83385. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.


FICTIONAL upstairs. R85024. SEE Delf, Harry.


THE FAR CRY. R85031. SEE Richman, Arthur.

FAUTREUIL. R78326. SEE Vernaill, Louis.

FERBER, MAURICE. Lord Byron, a play in six scenes. © 19Oct33. D67700. R80657. 9Jul51. Maurice Ferber (A)

FIAMMINGA. R80498. R81587. SEE Donaudy, Alberto.

FIRST NIGHTERS. R85247. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.


FLEUR D'ORANGE. R86466. SEE Birabeau, Andre.

FOR the love of Pete. R82482. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.


FOSTER, Thomas J. The hidden sweepe out, a play. [see Thanhouser, Lloyd Frank, Yale playrightsmen play. R84284.


GARDEN OF WEEDS. R83188. SEE Gordon, Leon.

GEBENKANDATEN. R84108. SEE Fulda, Ludwig.


GERALD, PAUL. The woman who is a comédie en 3 actes par Paul Gerald in Robert Spitzer. [in The Little Illustration, Théâtre nouv. sér., no. 124] © 2Jul34. D86332. R86548. 21Nov51. Paul Gerald (A). Robert Spitzer (A)

GIANNINI, Guglielmo. La donna perduta. R83637. SEE Zorzi, Guglielmo. Conte.

GLORY be to God. R81393. SEE Lehman, Valeria B. Worship the King.

GOLDEN journey to Sarandian. SEE Delf, Frederick. Hassan. R81592, R82551.


GORDON, LEON. The garden of weeds, a play in three acts by Leon Gordon and Doris Marquette. © 10Apr24, D67508. R81588, 14Sep51. Mr. Leon Gordon (A).

THE GRAND champion's diamond. R84281. SEE Monkhouse, Allan Noble.

LA GRANDE duchesse e le garcon d'etage. R85651. SEE Savoir, Alfred.

GREINSEL, Felix. Der Weg zur Sonne. R83411. SEE Mano, Juan.

GREY, FRANK HERBERT. Lolla, a new musical play. Words by McElrath Moore, music by Frank H. Grey. © 7Nov24, D62670. R68353, 19Nov51. Frank H. Grey (A), McElrath Moore (A).

THE GUARDSMAN. R81749. SEE Molnar, Ferenc.

GUS Enfield; town property. R84281. SEE Pierce, Carl Webster.

H


THE HAREM. R85036. SEE Vaidya, Embo.

HASAN, R81692. R82581. SEE Delf, Frederick.

HAWKINS, Mary Hazel. SEE Morrison, Anne.


HISTORY as was. R82926. SEE Marks, Maurice E.

JUBILEE minstrel, first part. R83583. SEE Lawrence, John E.

JUST a boy scout. R83837. SEE Clemens, Leroy.

K

KALISCH, Alfred.


KALMAR, BErT.

The window cleaners, a play in one act by Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby. © 23Nov24, D84677, R8391, 23Nov25, Jessie Kalmar (W), Harry Ruby (A).

KASPER, ARTHUR LEROY.

A comedy play about minstrel first part, a complete routine for the circle. © 1Jan26, D87983, R84222, 1Jan26, Arthur LeRoy Kasner (A).

KAVANAUGH, KATHARINE.

The will of the wisp, a romantic Irish comedy in three acts. (Sergei's acting drama, no. 650). © 21Dec25, D86494, R87680, 21Dec26, Oliver Zieg (A).

KELLY, GEORGE EDWARD.

The show-off, a play in three acts. © 23Feb24, D85024, R80446, 2Jul25, George Kelly (A).

KEMP, ANTHONY ANNABIL.

The lonely transcript of life in three acts. Pref. by Heywood Broun. © 1May24, D86753, R80485, 2Jul25, George Kelly (A).

KIRKPATRICK, JOHN.


KLING, A. A. SEE Kline, Anthony Anahahi.

KLINE, ANTHONY ANNABIL.

Softly, a play in four acts by A. A. Kline. © 6Aug24, D85132, R80446, 2Oct25, A. A. Kline (A).

KORNOLD, ERICH WOLFGANG.

Ruth Nacht in Venedig. R81901. SEE Strauss, Johann.

KOSHER KITTY KELLY. R81940. SEE DE COSTA, Leon.

L

LALOY, LORDS.

Paddavato, R87518. SEE Rouseel, Albert.

LAUGHING Anne. R85914. SEE Conrad, Joseph.

LAURA Secord. R86690. SEE Servos, Laurent Cressey.

LAWRENCE, JOHN E.

Jubilee minstrel, first part. A complete routine for the circle. © 1Oct23, D85777, R83583, 8Sep21, T. S. Denison & Co. (F.W.)


LEAH YEARs. SEE Reely, Mary Katharine. Three one-act plays. R84397.

LECCIONES de buen amor, R85045. SEE Benavente y Martinez, Jacinto.

LEHMAN, VALERIA R.


A LESSON in love. R87555. SEE Tornberg, David.

LILAC CORNERS. R85077. SEE Mustard, Herbert.


LISON, R.85042. SEE Versaciull, Louis.

LITLITA, R.B.3535. SEE Grey, Frank Herbert.

LOLLIPPOP, R83444. SEE Sears, Zelma.

LOMBARDI, CARLO.

La bamba della prateria, operetta by Carlo Lombardi, su musiche di Carlo Zerkovitis, © 1Jul23, D86478, R80702, 8Jul23, Carlo Lombardi (A).

LONEY Lee. R82141. SEE Treadwell, Sophie.

LOOK pleasant please. SEE Shonoco, Mattie Bailey. An original Christmas entertainment. R83501.

LORD Byron. R80627. SEE Ferber, Mauri.

LOVE 'em and leave 'em. R87888. SEE Weaver, John Van Alstyne.


M

McCOLLEY, GRAM.

Christmas at sea. R81433. SEE Sealy, Dorothy Dixon Dennett.

McGOWAN, JACK.


MACK, WILLARD.

Doll market, a play in two acts by Willard Mack [pseud. of Charles W. McLaughlin]. © 25Aug24, D86598, R8241, 7Sep25, Mrs. Beatrice B. Mack (W).


The high stakes, a play in three acts by Willard Mack [pseud. of Charles W. McLaughlin]. © 11Sep24, D88804, R8241, Beatrice B. Mack (W).

Sharp tools, a one-act crook skit by Willard Mack [pseud. of Charles W. McLaughlin], © 14Jul24, D86878, R82920, 7Sep25, Mrs. Beatrice B. Mack (W).

McLAUGHLIN, CHARLES W. SEE Mack, Willard.
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MCNULTY, PATRICK. St. James, victim of murder. R14994. SEE Smith, J. A., and Smith, P. J.

MACHAMZA, MARGARET. The girl who knew too much. R14988. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MACKENZIE, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MACKINNON, SAMPSON. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MADGE, MARY. A memory of a summer. R14983. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MADDOX, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MADDISON, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAHER, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLARD, MARIE-CLAIRE. La valpola de l'continued. R14980. SEE Pirandello, Luigi.

MAILLOUX, MARGUERITE. Mariage par procuration. R14987. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.


MAILER, PETER. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAINE, MRS. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MALCOLM, MRS. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAITLAND, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

MAILLET, MARY. The man with the loaded gun. R14913. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.
PIERCE, CARL WEBSTER. Cont’d. (Dacher’s edition of plays) @ 28May24, D78582, R48380, 110C351, Carl Webster Pierce (A)
Gas Xanfield; town property, a play in a seesaw and three acts. (Dacher’s edition of plays) © 25May24, D78580, R48261, 110C431, Carl Webster Pierce (A)
The suicide companion, a comedy in three acts. (Dacher’s edition of plays) © 14May24, D78314, R48276, 110C431, Carl Webster Pierce (A)

PILE on face. R69895. SEE Verneuil, Louis.

PIERANDELLO, Fausto.
La volute de l’honneur. R81809. SEE Pierandello, Luigi.

PIERANDELLO, Luigi.
La volute de l’honneur. Traduit de L’Italien par Camille Mallarmé. (La Petite Illustration, Théâtre nouv. sérié, no. 85) © 22Jun24, D53402, R81806, 31May51, Rosalia Pierandello (PWH), Stefano Pierandello (PWH), Fausto Pierandello (PWH), Rosalia Pierandello. La volute de l’honneur. R81809. SEE Pierandello, Luigi.

PIERIN, Luigi.
La volute de l’honneur. R81809. SEE Pierandello, Luigi.

PIERRE’S daughter. R62857. SEE Brown, Keith Crosby.

THE POLITICIANS. R85088, R85089. SEE Hoffman, Aaron.

POZNANSKI, Alfred. SEE Savoir, Alfred.

PRICE, Ruth. SEE Simpson, Ruth Price.


LE PRINTEMPS des autres. R68530. SEE Bernard, Jean Jacques.

RAINBOW’S end. R68337. SEE Thompson, Harian.

RAYNAL, Paul.
Le tombeau sous l’Arc de Triomphe, tragédie en 3 actes. (La Petite Illustration. Théâtre nouv. sérié, no. 118) © 16Feb24, D67158. R86539, 21Nov51, Paul Raynal (A)

THE REBELLION of youth. R68285. SEE McMullen, Joseph Carl.

THE RECONCILING. R68439. SEE Breerton, J. E.

REELY, Mary Katharine.
Three players and a player. Broadway, A window to the south, The lean years, © 18Aug24, D68282. R84287, 110C151, Mary Katharine Reely (A)

REEVES, John R.
Tommy Murphy’s Christmas. R68537. SEE Bradley, Elmer W.

REGGIO, Emilio.

REY, Étienne.
Ce que femme veut, comédie en 3 actes par Étienne Ray et Alfred Savoir. (Dacher’s edition of plays) © 14Dec23, D68245, R86445, 20Nov51, Alfred C. Pauli (NK), Étienne Ray (A), Mme Courtial, née Suzanne Viboud, veue Alfred Savoir (W)

RICHMAN, Arthur.
The awful truth, a comedy in three acts. © 13Oct24, D69075, R85052, 20Oct51, John Marshall Richman (C)
The far cry, a play in three acts. © 8Oct24, D69014, 20Oct51, John Marshall Richman (C)
Her boy friend, a play in three acts. © 24Nov23, D68501, 28Nov51, John Marshall Richman (C)
Isabel, a comedy in three acts. Adapted from the play by Kurt Goetz. © 21Nov24, D68450, D78590, 17Dec51, Paramount Pictures Corp., (PWH)
Isabel, a comedy in three acts. Adapted from the German play "Engelborg," by Kurt Goetz. © 21Nov24, D68450, R86680, R86732, 28Nov51, John Marshall Richman (C)

RICKETT, Arthur LeRoy.
THE RODEHEAVER COMPANY. An open heart. R83724. SEE Shannon, Mattie Dayly. Worship the King. R83802-R83804. SEE Lehman, Valeria R.

ROSENBERG, George M.
The bells of Shannon, a romantic comedy in three acts. (Dacher’s edition of plays) © 25Sep23, D66556, R83328, 28Sep51, T. & Demson Co. (PWH)

ROUSSEL, Albert.

RUBY, Harry.
The window cleaners. R68601. SEE Kalmar, Bert.

S

SALE, Francesco.
La flamminga. R80648. SEE Donaude, Alberto.

SALOMON, Georges. SEE Dolley, Georges.

LA SANTÀ prima vera. R83745. SEE Besilli, Sem.

SARMENT, Jean.
Je suis trop grand pour moi, pièce en 4 actes. (La Petite Illustration. Théâtre nouv. sérié, no. 117) © 3May24, D69028, R86545, 20Nov51, Jean Sarmant, ps. de jean Bellmance (A)

SAVOIR, Alfred.
Ce que femme veut. R68542. SEE Ray, Étienne.
La grande douche et le garçon d’étage, comédie en 3 actes, par Alfred Savoir [pseud. of Alfred Poznanski] (La Petite Illustration. Théâtre nouv. sérié, no. 126) © 13Sep24, D69083, R86551, 21Nov51, Mme Courtial, veue Alfred Savoir, née Suzanne Viboud (W)

SCHWAB, Lawrence.
Sweet little devil, a musical comedy in three acts by Lawrence Schwab and Frank Mandel. [Book only] © 14Feb24, D68818. R68502, 20Oct51, Lawrence Schwab (A), Frank Mandel (A)

SEARS, Zelda.

SEE, Edmond.
La dépositaire, pièce en 4 actes. (La
SMITH (Paul Gerard) inc. SEE Smith, Paul Gerard.

SOFTLIKE. R85044. SEE Kline, Anthony Ansmall.


STEPHLO. R83460. SEE Bennett, Arnold.


THE SUICIDE SPECIALIST. R84278. SEE Pierce, Carl Webber.

SWEET little cow. R85622. SEE Schwab, Lawrence.

TAKE my advice. R84377. SEE Haer, Eugene George.


TEA for three. R85028. SEE Megrese, Ral Cooper.


THOMPSON, HARLAN. Be yourself, a musical adaptation of George Kelly’s "The torchbearers." In three acts. Book and lyrics by Harlan Thompson, music by Harry Archer. [Text only] © 11Apr24, D67950. R88339, 18Nov51, Harlan Thompson (A).

RAINBOW’S end, a musical farce in two acts and an interlude. Book and lyrics by Harlan Thompson, music by Harry Archer. [Text only] © 11Apr24, D67950. R88339, 18Nov51, Harlan Thompson (A).

THREE one-act plays. R84287. SEE Kosley, Mary Katharine.


TO have the honour. R81850. SEE Milne, Alan Alexander.


TOMMY Murphy’s Christmas. R84697. SEE Bradley, Elmer W.

THE TORCH-BEARERS. R80486. SEE Kelly, George Edward.

TORNBERG, DAVID. A lesson in love, a farce in one act. © 22Sep24, D68913. R87555, 17Dec51, David Tornberg (A).

TRASH. SEE Thambouser, Lloyd Frank. Yale playwrights’ plays. R84284.

TREADWELL, SOPHIE. Loney Lee, a play in three acts. © 7Sep23, D65427, R82141, 14Aug51, Sophie Treadwell (A).


TURNER, Lida Larrimore, The cross patch fairies. R87513. SEE Stuits, Robert M.

TWEDDLERS. R86330. SEE Tarkington, Booth.

U

UNTERMEYER, Louis. Man und die masques, R81989. SEE Toller, Ernst.

VAIDA, Ernest. SEE Vajda, Ernő.

VAJDA, ERNŐ. The hareem, a new comedy in three acts by Ernő Vajda. Adapted by Avery Hopwood. © 20Apr24, D69134. R85068, 24Oct51, City Bank Farmers Trust Company (E of Avery Hopwood).

IL VENTAGLIO. R81986. SEE Reggio, Emilio.

VERNEUIL, LOUIS. Le fauteuil 47, une comédie en 4 actes. © 10Apr24, D67648. R78236, 8May51, Louis Verneuil (A).


Père ou face, comédie en 5 actes. © 3Dec24, D69578. R68955, 6Dec51, Louis Verneuil (A).


LA VIRTUD sospechosa. R85045. SEE Benavente y Martinez, Jacobo.

VIVES, AMADEO. Doña Francisqueta, zarzuela en 3 actos. © 7Aug24, D68627. R85045, 3Oct51, José Vives Giner (C).

VOIGT, BERNHARD. The eccentric Miss Jupp, a comedy in three acts. © 27Dec23, D63771. R87210, 7Dec51, Bernhard Voigt (A).


THE VORTEX. R87607. SEE Coward, Noel Pierce.

W


WALTON, John. Works by John Walton in collaboration with Harold Brighouse written under the pseudonym Olive Conway are entered under the pseudonym WARM and COZY. R82971. SEE Richard, Margaret.


WEAVER, JOHN VAN ALSTYNE. Love in men and love in wom en, a comedy in three acts. © 3Jan24, D65491. R87585, 20Dec51, Mrs. Peggy Wood Weaver Waling (W).

DER WEG zur Sonne. R82411. SEE Mandu, Juan.

WEIMAN, RITA. Moon magic, a play in three acts. © 27Oct24, D69229. R85315, 8Nov51, Ruta Weiman (A).


WELLS, WILLIAM K. Ah, a play in one act. © 14Jun24, D68042. R88452, 8Nov51, Mr. William K. Wells (A).
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